
Questions A Husband Should Ask
Rate Yourself

0 = never; 1 = seldom; 2 = sometimes; 3 = frequently; 4 = almost always

An honest evaluation will help you to understand where you are failing and need to improve to be the husband 
God want you to be.  If you really want to know ask your wife to rate you.

1. Do I love my wife and express my love for her by sacrificing my needs for her needs, and my desires for her 
desires?

Score _____

2. Do I have a deep respect for my wife and love her as I love myself?  Do I recognize that our oneness has been 
broken and initiate the move to mend it by focusing on what I have contributed to the breaking and ask for 
forgiveness from her for those things?

Score _____

3. Do I praise my wife every day and regularly express my love in words, as well as actions; treating her with 
tenderness, and courtesy?

Score _____

4. Do I keep our home safe and in good repair so that my wife’s task is made easier as she keeps our home and 
our children in such a way as to provide maximum health and comfort?

Score _____

5. Do I talk to my wife and really listen to the things she has to say?  Do I encourage her, teach her and learn from 
her?  Do I deeply respect and receive her wisdom and counsel?

Score _____

6. Do I treat her as worthwhile and important?  Do I frequently talk about her favorably in front of other people?
Score _____

7. Do I enjoy being with my wife and try to make it enjoyable for her to be with me by being playful and light-
hearted with her in loving and appropriate ways?

Score _____

8. Am I a biblical father?  Am I the head of my house and the ultimate decision-maker and pattern-setter?  Do I 
see that my children respect their mother and treat her with courtesy by respecting her and treating her 
courteously myself?

Score _____

9. Do I comfort and encourage her when she is hurt, fearful, anxious and weary?
Score _____

10. Am I the spiritual leader in my house?  Do I not only teach the Word, but I set the pattern for a right Christian 
lifestyle?  Do I live a life that for the most part is without hypocrisy?

Score _____
  


